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Abstract
Background. Graphical projection methods define how virtual 3D environments
are depicted on 2D monitors. No projection method provides a flawless reproduction,
and the look of the resulting projections vary considerably. Field of view is a parameter of these projection methods, it determines the breadth of vision of the virtual
camera used in the projection process. Field of view is represented by a degree, that
defines the angle from the left to the right extent of the projection, as seen from the
camera.
Objectives. The aim of this study was to investigate the perceived quality of high
degrees of field of view, using different graphical projection methods. The Perspective, the Panini, and the Stereographic projection methods were evaluated at 110,
140, and 170 degrees of field of view.
Methods. To evaluate the perceived quality of the three projection methods at
varying degrees of field of view; a user study was conducted in which 24 participants
rated 81 tests each. This study was held in a conference room where the participants
sat undisturbed, and could experience the tests under consistent conditions. The
tests took three different usage scenarios into account, presenting scenes in which
the camera was still, where it moved, and where the participants could control it.
Each test was rated separately, one at a time, using every combination of projection
method and degree of field of view.
Results. The perceived quality of each projection method dropped at an exponential rate, relative to the increase in the degree of field of view. The Perspective
projection method was always rated the most favorably at 110 degrees of field of
view, but unlike the other projections, it would be rated much more poorly at higher
degrees. The Panini and the Stereographic projections received favorable ratings at
up to 140-170 degrees, but the perceived quality of these projection methods varied
significantly, depending on the usage scenario and the virtual environment displayed.
Conclusions. The study concludes that the Perspective projection method is optimal for use at up to 110 degrees of field of view. At higher degrees of field of view,
no consistently optimal choice remains, as the perceived quality of the Panini and
the Stereographic projection method vary significantly, depending on the usage scenario. As such, the perceived quality becomes a function of the graphical projection
method, the degree of field of view, the usage scenario, and the virtual environment
displayed.
Keywords: Projection Methods, Field of View, Perception, Computer Graphics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the study by exploring the relevance of the topic, defining the
goal of the study and the steps taken in the process of reaching it, posing a research
question based on that goal, defining delimitations for the scope of the study, and
presenting an overview of the sections that constitute the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

The Perspective graphical projection method is the standard in computer graphics
rendering. It is used and applicable to most situations because it has a very natural
look, but only when the field of view is narrow. As the degree of field of view increases,
the Perspective projection method suffers from increasing amounts of distortion that
leads to objects within the virtual scene eventually becoming unrecognizable [28], as
demonstrated in Figure 1.1. It is possible to correct such distortion in post-processing
[27], commonly done in photography, but such correction has to be done manually
and is not applicable to real-time rendering.

Figure 1.1: Same view at 110, 140, and 170 degrees of field of view. Demonstrating
the increasing distortion that the Perspective projection method suffers from.
Wide angle lenses are commonly used in photography to capture the full breadth
of a scene, and there are many applications for wide angle renditions in computer
graphics too. Users have for example shown to be able to perform visual search tasks
more effectively within virtual environments when using high degrees of field of view
[11], but at the cost of spatial comparison tasks becoming more difficult [15] due to
the increasing distortion at higher degrees of field of view, caused by the Perspective
projection method. As such, increasing the degree of field of view is only practical
until the picture starts becoming noticeably distorted. But if alternative projection
methods suffer from less distortion, then users might be able to enjoy the benefits of
higher degrees of field of view than possible with the Perspective projection method.

1
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As computer monitors become larger, and especially wider, they start to cover a
greater portion of the user’s view; stretching into their peripheral vision. There is
shown to be a link between the portion of the user’s view that the monitor covers
and the field of view used by the graphical rendition on the screen, demonstrating
that an increase of one should be accommodated by an increase in the other [22].
A technique called Hor+ does just that, automatically increasing the field of view
for users with widescreen monitors [26], and its use is documented in many modern
games [25]. As such, users with increasingly wider monitors require higher degrees of
field of view to make up for the extra width, but this increase will only be desirable
if the image remains distortion-free.

1.2

Aim and Objectives

The aim of this study is to evaluate the viability of using high degrees of field of view
in computer graphics renditions, as it relates to the opinion of the end user. It is to be
established how increasingly high degrees affect the look of the image. Since different graphical projection methods respond differently to change in the degree of field
of view; three different projection methods are evaluated and compared to each other.
The following objectives were used as milestones in the process of completing this
study:
• Designing an experiment for use in a user study, that evaluates the perceived
quality of different graphical projection methods at varying high degrees of
field of view, taking a variety of usage scenarios and virtual environments into
accounts.
• Creating a software environment for comparing the different graphical projection methods, by updating and extending the capabilities of an open source
modification to the game Minecraft [13], that includes preexisting implementations of the graphical projection methods to be compared.
• Creating a practical implementation of the designed experiment. First, by the
further modification of the Minecraft framework, adding the extra functionality
required by the experiment. Then by scripting the experiment process, guiding
the participants of the user study through the questionnaires and tests, for the
evaluation of the different graphical projection methods at varying high degrees
of field of view.
• Conducting a user study by employing the implemented experiment to gather
quantitative data from enough participants, under controlled and consistent
enough circumstances to produce reliable results.
• Studying the acquired data and comparing results of different graphical projection methods and varying high degrees of field of view, to determine the
viability of high degrees of field of view using the investigated graphical projection methods.
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Research Question and Hypothesis

The research question would have to be answered by the study of empirical data,
because the topic concerns the user’s perception of the field of view in computer
graphics. Since the results would then be based on opinion, enough users need to be
queried to ensure that the results represent a proper average. As such, the research
question should be answerable by quantitative data that can be collected and summarized directly, without having to pass a layer of interpretation by the researcher,
which might introduce bias.
Based upon these criteria, the research question of this study is:
• What is the perceived quality of high degrees of field of view using different
graphical projection methods?
The null hypothesis of this study is that that novel graphical projection methods
look unnatural, providing no reason to deviate from the commonly used Perspective
projection method. The alternative hypothesis is that the appearance of high degrees
of field of view is hamstrung mostly by issues inherent to the Perspective projection
method.

1.4

Delimitations

The number of graphical projection methods and degrees of field of view had to be
limited to three of each, in order to keep the duration of the experiment at a reasonable length, that would not discourage participation. Three projection methods
and three degrees of field of view meant that nine different tests would be rated for
every environment, as each combination would need to be considered.
The Perspective projection method was included because it is the projection most
commonly used in computer graphics, used in virtually every application that seeks
to reproduce a natural look, similar to what the human eyes see.
The Panini projection method was included because it is a novel projection,
defined in 2010 [18], that has been highly rated [10] and has seen much recent use,
mostly in photography. It has also been added to Unreal Engine 4 [5], a popular
game and rendering engine, where it is recommended for use at high degrees of field
of view, to combat the distortion caused by the Perspective projection [6].
The Stereographic projection method was included because it is old and well regarded in photography, being included in most comparisons and usually receiving
high ratings [10]. It has some valuable attributes that contrast with the Perspective
projection [7] and which should make for an interesting comparison.
Before deciding on the minimum and maximum degrees of field of view to be tested
in the experiment, some preliminary comparisons were made. The lowest degree of
field of view was chosen to be 110 degrees because the different projection methods
looked very similar at degrees lower than that, and none of the methods were showing
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much distortion. As such, a comparison of degrees less than 110 would probably not
have been very valuable.
The highest degree of field of view was chosen to be 170 degrees because the
Perspective projection method was expected to appear too distorted to provide any
valuable insight with a further increase of field of view. That also happens to be
just below 180 degrees, the highest possible degree of field of view of the Perspective
projection method [7].
The last field of view was chosen to be 140 degrees, as it is positioned right in
between the minimum and maximum and therefore should provide the most valuable
insight into how the perceived quality changes in between the two limits.
There is a significant cost associated with rendering the alternative Panini and Stereographic projection methods. These projections can also be rendered in several different ways, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. This study will
however not concern itself with the specific performance costs or the details of alternative approaches to rendering, as considering these issues is not justified before the
results have shown to merit further investigation.

1.5

Thesis Overview

This thesis contains seven further chapters, following this introduction. In Chapter
2 the theoretical background that is necessary to understand the research topic is
presented, describing the concepts of field of view and graphical projection methods.
In Chapter 3 earlier work related to the research topic is mentioned. In Chapter 4 the
methodology used is explained and reasoned for, discussing the design, implementation, and execution of the experiment and user study. In Chapter 5 the results of the
user study are presented. In Chapter 6 the results are discussed in an investigation of
the research question. In Chapter 7 the study is ended with a summarization and a
concluding verdict. In Chapter 8 questions that were outside the scope of this study
are proposed for future work. Following the last chapter comes a list of references
and an appendix containing average ratings and standard deviations specific to each
test, as well as pictures of the virtual environments displayed and rated in each test
within the experiment.

Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the concepts of field of view and graphical projection methods. The general significance of field of view in actual and virtual cameras, and the
different kinds of field of view and how they relate to each other, will be presented.
Then, the concept of projection methods in computer graphics will be introduced
and the characteristics of the three projection methods compared in this study will
be described.

2.1

Field of View

The concept of field of view is usually meant to describe the breadth of vision, in
a certain number of degrees. It can be used to describe the vision of animals; the
two human eyes together provide a field of view of approximately 210 degrees, while
many birds have a field of view of closer to 360 degrees. This is the breadth of the
visual field, of how much can be seen at one time with the full extent of the peripheral
vision, from left to right, with no movement of the head.
This research will concern itself with the kind of field of view that relates to optical
instruments, and mostly virtual analogies of these instruments. The field of view of
a camera is defined by the degree from the left to the right side of a picture taken
with it, as seen through the lens of the camera. The same applies to a picture of
a virtual scene, that was rendered with a virtual camera and then presented on the
computer monitor. These virtual cameras are analogous to actual cameras, and the
concept of field of view is identical for the two.

2.1.1

Horizontal and Vertical Field of View

It is seldom mentioned, but when describing the field of view, it is usually the horizontal field of view that is referred to. The horizontal field of view defines the angle
between the left and right side of the picture, as seen from the camera, while the
vertical field of view describes the angle between the top and bottom, as illustrated
in Figure 2.1. The horizontal field of view is usually greater than the vertical, since
the human eyes see more from left to right, than from top to bottom, and computer
monitors usually have a greater width than height. But taking a picture in portrait
mode would make the opposite true, by swapping the horizontal and vertical degrees.

5
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Figure 2.1: Horizontal field of view represented by the blue arrows, and vertical field
of view represented by the orange arrows.
It is uncommon for both the horizontal and vertical degree of field of view to be
explicitly set. Instead, either one of the two is set and the other is generated as a
function of the aspect ratio (width divided by height). Alternatively, both the horizontal and vertical degree could be set, but then the aspect ratio would become a
function of the two degrees. A mismatch of degrees will lead to the picture becoming
too wide or tall, which might not fit the computer monitor properly, leading to a
stretched or squeezed picture, or black bars on the left and right or top and bottom.
This is usually only a problem for virtual cameras, where the horizontal and vertical
field of view can be explicitly set.
Just as the ratio of horizontal to vertical field of view is dependent on the aspect
ratio, it is also dependent on the projection method used. Each of the projection
methods compared in this study will show different degrees of vertical field of view,
only the degrees of horizontal field of view will be consistent. The ratio of the two
degrees is dependent on the functions that perform the projections, and it is not
possible to display the same horizontal and vertical degrees, using two different projection methods, without skewing the picture.
When the field of view is mentioned in this thesis, in the general form, it is always
the horizontal field of view that is referred to. Except for when the vertical field of
view is specifically mentioned.

2.1.2

Geometric and Display Field of View

The kind of field of view that has been mentioned, thus far, has been the geometric
field of view. This is the field of view used by the 3D software application, or by an
actual camera, to picture the environment. The display field of view is the degree
that the computer monitor or picture subtends, as seen from the viewer’s eyes, illustrated in Figure 2.2. As such, the display field of view increases as the distance
from a user’s eyes to the monitor decreases, because the shorter the distance - the
wider the angle from one side of the monitor to the other, as seen from the user’s
perspective.
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Figure 2.2: Display field of view shown in green, and geometric field of view shown
in blue.
There exists a correlation between the optimal geometric and display field of view.
When the difference between two is greater than approximately 10-20%, a distorted
mental model is created of the environment in the picture [22]. A perfect match
between the geometric and the display field of view means that the monitor would
effectively act as a window into the virtual world, as far as the field of view is concerned.
When the field of view is mentioned in this thesis, in the general form, it is always
the geometric field of view that is referred to. Except for when display field of view
is specifically mentioned.

2.2

Projection Methods

To translate points from a 3D world onto a 2D plane, a mapping function is used,
and the resulting arrangement of points on the 2D plane is called a projection. This
is the process used to depict a 3D environment on a 2D medium, such as a computer
monitor. In computer graphics, these projection methods are referred to as graphical
projection methods, but they are analogous to the projection methods found in actual
cameras, and the two terms are used interchangeably. Different projection methods
will map the 3D world differently and produce different looking results. Since the
third dimension is discarded, and with it, a third of the data, some sacrifices have
to be made in quality, and a defining characteristic of different projection methods
is how they approach this sacrifice.
When the resulting picture is viewed from an incorrect angle or with an inappropriate display field of view, issues can arise. A 3D environment can be viewed
from any angle or in any manner, but a 2D representation of that environment is
produced with certain expectations of the viewer, such as that they will be looking
at the image from a right angle.
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Most 3D graphics libraries, such as OpenGL [23] and Direct3D [12], have native
support for only two graphical projection methods; Perspective and Orthographic.
These can be efficiently computed and serve most users well enough, at lower degrees
of field of view. The Perspective projection is used for realistic renditions and the
Orthographic projection for renditions where precise measurements are necessary,
because the Orthographic projection does not scale objects based on their distance
from the camera.
Since the common graphics libraries only support two projection methods; unconventional approaches have to be taken for rendering alternative projections in
real-time. One possible approach is to render a regular picture with the Perspective
projection method, then displacing each pixel to fit the new projection method [6].
Another possible approach is to render multiple views using the Perspective projection method, and then warping and stitching them together to conform to the new
projection method [4].
The following subsections will describe the Perspective, the Panini, and the Stereographic projection method, the ones that will be compared in this study, shown in
Figure 2.4.

2.2.1

Perspective

As the name implies; the Perspective projection method takes the perspective of the
viewer into account. The most obvious consequence of this is that objects will appear
smaller as their distance from the viewer increases.
The most important characteristic of the Perspective projection method is that the
path between two points in a 3D world will always be perfectly straight on the 2D
plane that they are projected onto. This means that no unnatural curvature of
straight lines will appear in the picture, as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. A projection
of this kind is said to be rectilinear, which is what camera lenses that perform the
described kind of Perspective projection are called in photography.
It is very common for projection methods to take perspective into account, what
makes this projection different is the fact that it is fully rectilinear. But it is only
in computer graphics that the projection method is called the Perspective projection, and that is likely because of how it contrasts with the Orthographic projection
method, which does not share the same perspective characteristic. This makes it
the only method, of the two commonly used in computer graphics, that considers
perspective.

2.2.2

Panini

Compared to other projection methods, the Panini projection is unusually new. It
was first documented in 2010, by authors who studied 18th-century artists and how
they depicted wide-angle scenes without much visible distortion [18].

9
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The Panini projection method takes perspective into account and is curvilinear, but
not fully so. A curvilinear projection, in contrast to a rectilinear projection, is not
guaranteed to keep the path between two 3D points straight, after projection onto
a 2D plane. The horizontal line and the vertical line that pass through the perfect
center of the picture will remain straight, while other lines will bend at increasing
amounts, as a function of their distance from the aforementioned center axes.
What separates the Panini projection from other curvilinear projections is that it
keeps all vertical paths straight, bending only the horizontal, as demonstrated in
Figure 2.3. This aesthetic quality could be considered appealing because a person
standing upright will remain straight no matter how far they are from the center
axes of the picture. But unlike a rectilinear projection; the horizontal paths will be
bent unless they lie along the axis passing through the center of the picture.

2.2.3

Stereographic

The fully curvilinear Stereographic projection method bends all paths as they are
projected onto 2D lines on the plane, except those passing through the center axis,
as demonstrated in Figure 2.3. And like the other projection methods, it also takes
the perspective of the viewer into account. Five hundred years ago it was used to
draw maps, but nowadays the Stereographic projection method is more commonly
used as a mapping function for fisheye camera lenses. It was originally devised for
the projection of a sphere onto a plane, which explains its use in cartography, where
the sphere represented our planet and the plane represented a map.
The Stereographic projection is popular in photography for being conformal, an uncommon characteristic which implies that angles will be correctly preserved despite
distortion. This characteristic makes 3D spheres projected onto a 2D plane remain
perfectly circular, despite where in the picture they might be positioned, as demonstrated by the moon in Figure 2.4.

(a) Perspective

(b) Panini

(c) Stereographic

Figure 2.3: Curvature of the three projection methods, demonstrated using a 16 by
16 checkerboard.
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(a) Perspective

(b) Panini

(c) Stereographic

Figure 2.4: Same view using the Perspective, the Panini, and the Stereographic
projection method, each at 140 degrees of field of view.

Chapter 3

Related Work

No published research comparing graphical projection methods for computer graphics renditions exists to this date, but the topic has been investigated in photography
and cinematography, where the form of a picture or video can easily be tweaked
in post-processing, to conform to different projection methods. There could be a
strong correlation between these real-world results, and what might be found when
studying the analogous projection methods found in computer graphics, because the
characteristics of the projections are the same, as the virtual projection methods
are modeled after the ones found in actual cameras. Therefore, the lack of work
originating from the field of computer graphics will be substituted by examples of
research using actual cameras.
A study that compared projection methods, for the purpose of viewing 360-degree
videos on 2D monitors, tested each of the projection methods compared in this study,
among others [10]. Using a field of view of 150 degrees for content with an aspect ratio of 16:9, and 170 degrees for content with an aspect ratio of 21:9, a user study was
performed where 100 participants looked at still pictures and picked their favorite 3
out of 8 presented pictures, where the pictures showed the same view but each one
using a different projection method. This was done for a total of 21 sets of pictures.
The results show the Panini and the Stereographic projection method being picked
approximately twice as often as the pictures using the Perspective projection (or rectilinear projection, as it is called in that study). The difference between the Panini
and the Stereographic projection was negligible, although the Panini projection was
picked slightly more often.
A study comparing five projection methods for taking pictures with a high degree
of field of view, using actual cameras, performed a detailed qualitative analysis of
the different projections [7]. The Perspective and the Stereographic projection were
included in the comparison, the Panini projection was not, but the paper was published before the Panini projection had first been defined. The study claimed that of
the five projection methods compared, only the Perspective and the Stereographic
projection methods preserved powerful shape properties useful in object recognition.
Taking a combination of qualitative properties into account, it concluded that the
Stereographic projection method was the best choice for general-purpose use.
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Chapter 4

Method

This chapter describes the procedure that was followed to answer the research question of the study. First, the approach chosen for gathering the necessary data will
be described and reasoned for. Then, the process of creating the experiment will be
described, discussing the systems used and developed, and how the scripting brings
them together and puts them to use. Finally, the execution of the experiment will
be described, discussing the procedure of gathering the required data from the participants, in a deliberate and careful manner that would provide the most applicable
results.

4.1

Design

This section describes the method used and the reason for choosing it, discussing what
data would be necessary to answer the research question, how it could be collected,
and what considerations were taken into account when defining the approach.

4.1.1

Required Data

The research question concerns the perceived quality of different graphical projection methods. That could only be answered by statistics gathered from possible
end-users. It could not be simulated through qualitative analysis, since no explicit
definition of how the average user perceives different kinds of projective distortion
exists.
To reduce bias, an average based on opinions from enough individual users would
have to be compiled. These opinions should not require any interpretation since their
meaning might be misconstrued. As such, a number based rating was chosen as the
optimal type of qualitative data to collect, since it leaves no room for interpretation
beyond the one-dimensional degree of like and dislike.
In order to properly answer the research question as it is stated; in the general
sense, it is important that the results are based on the right variety of scenarios.
The common areas of use of projection methods in computer graphics will all have
to be represented. The right amount of variety will make sure that the results are
applicable to all important use cases, thus maximizing the provided value of the
study.
12
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Data Collection

Two approaches to collecting the required data were considered; using an online survey, and performing laboratory experiments.
The benefits of using an online survey for data collection are that many end-users
can be polled because an online experiment is very accessible, and that the execution
of the experiment would require no extra time spent by the researcher because no
supervision is possible. The drawbacks are that since no supervision is possible, there
could be a large variation in the circumstances of the experiment for the different
participants. The variation in the display field of view, for example, could have a
significant effect on the results.
The benefits of performing laboratory experiments are that most important variables
can be controlled since the set-up and locale will be the same for all participants. The
participants are also likely to take a laboratory experiment more seriously, because
of the effort invested into showing up, thus following the presented instructions more
closely and paying greater attention. The drawback of a laboratory experiment is
that finding enough participants is more difficult, since each participant would be
required to invest significantly more time and effort into their participation.
Performing laboratory experiments was chosen over using an online survey, because
user participation under controlled circumstances was seen as more important than
an increase in the total number of participants. A greater amount of data would
ultimately have been irrelevant if not enough information about how it was collected
existed. Well defined results, on the other hand, would be more applicable and the
resulting conclusions more valuable.

4.1.3

Presentation

When investigating the perceived quality of each graphical projection method; they
should all be subjected to the same number, and the same kind, of tests, so that
comparisons can later be drawn. These tests could be presented with three views at
a time, one for each graphical projection method, or the views could be presented
individually, one graphical projection method at a time.
A direct comparison would consist of presenting all three projection methods at the
same time, in separate views, and then asking the participants to rate them in relation to each other. This could be accomplished by shrinking each view enough to be
able to fit them all on the screen at once, or by using three monitors and presenting a
view on each one of them. Shrinking each view would not be viable since that would
drastically decrease the display field of view, beyond what is typical in regular use.
That would make the results less applicable, but this issue could be circumvented
by using multiple monitors. Multiple monitors would maintain the display field of
view, but the total amount of pixels would triple, making real-time rendering at a
high frame rate impossible. Pre-rendered footage, such as pictures and videos, could
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still be used, but interactive tests would not be possible.
An indirect comparison would consist of presenting only one view, of one projection
method, at a time. This could make it more difficult for participants to accurately
rate a view, since they have no reference to compare to it. But having no reference to
compare to would also make the results more individually applicable, as the answers
would not be dependent on the other views that are presented.
Presenting one view at a time was chosen because it would be the least restrictive
option, with no significant drawbacks. Effective comparisons can still be drawn indirectly after all answers have been collected, whereas performing direct comparisons,
with multiple views at a time, comes with considerable drawbacks and complications.

4.1.4

Stimuli

Producing applicable results and valuable conclusions would require considering all
common usage scenarios of graphical projection methods. The projection methods
have different characteristics which favor different aesthetic aspects, and a variety
in tests would ensure that each of these was indirectly evaluated, for the purpose of
recognizing what effect they had on the perception of the whole.
To evaluate the common usage scenarios; photographic, cinematographic, and interactive tests should be performed to get a sufficient understanding of the different
applications of graphical projection methods. Each type of scenario should also
include several different tests, using different kinds of virtual environments. Environments with objects and structures in close proximity to the viewer will highlight
vastly different characteristics than ones displaying open scenery, far away from the
viewer. Since photographic tests were expected to take the least time to rate, and
interactive tests the most time; four different environments would be presented for
the photographic scenario, three for the cinematographic scenario, and two for the
interactive scenario.
Photographic tests are relevant because still, non-moving, media exists everywhere.
Other kinds of media will also rely on the quality of the perception of the photographic tests since most experiences slow down or become still at some point in the
experience.
In the photographic tests, the participants would rate regular still pictures.
Cinematographic tests are relevant because video content has become very popular
in recent years, for example; 660 million people watched gaming videos in 2017 and
that number is expected to grow [21]. Therefore it is important that the projection
methods used in gaming not only look good when used directly, but also when viewed
by a third-party, such as through a video, where the circumstances of use will be
very different. But animated films are computer rendered and thus also make use
of graphical projection methods, cinematographic test results will be applicable to
these too.
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In the cinematographic tests, the participants would rate video footage of the
camera moving in both position and rotation, along a predefined path.
Interactive tests, where a user interacts directly with an application that responds in
real-time, such as a 3D modeling application or a video game, are relevant because
a user might have a different response to, or appreciation for, different projection
methods when they directly control movement, as opposed to watching movement
in a video. Interactive tests are especially relevant because in many video games,
such as the very popular game Overwatch, which has been played by over 35 million
people [24], it is common to use a high degree of field of view to gain a competitive
advantage. Of professional Overwatch players, 99% are reported to use the maximum
available field of view of 103 degrees [16].
In the interactive tests, the participants would rate a scene where the camera
remained fixed in position, but where they were able to rotate it using the mouse,
allowing them to look around the scene from a set vantage point.

4.1.5

Ethical Considerations

The study would not require knowledge of any personal information of the participants that could be considered as overly intrusive or sensitive. The only information
that was considered relevant, and which participants would be queried for, was their
approximate age and familiarity with using graphical software-applications.
A study that investigated the experience that users had when using virtual reality,
with a head-mounted display, reported a considerable amount of nausea experienced
by users who had no previous experience with immersive environments [8]. It was
therefore considered whether the novelty of the graphical projection methods, or the
high degrees of field of view, could trigger similar discomfort.
This notion was rejected because of the expected age of the participants, and
for the difference in using a regular monitor compared to a virtual reality headset.
First, the mentioned study showed minimal amounts of nausea for users under the
age of 30, and the participants testing the graphical projection methods would be
university students, and thus likely of young age. Secondly, the graphical projection
methods would be tested using a regular monitor, which is much less intrusive than
a stereoscopic virtual reality headset. Even so, before starting the experiment, each
participant was reminded of their right to end their participation at any time, without having to provide a reason.
To avoid the possible effect of personal bias or ignorance, a thorough description of
the planned procedure was sent to the Ethical Advisory Board in South East Sweden
for examination, prior to execution of the user study. They reported back, stating
that they saw no ethical obstacles to the study.
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Implementation

This section describes the process of developing the experiment, in consideration
with the design. The development will be discussed, highlighting the systems used
and created, and how the scripting brought them together to form the holistic experiment that was presented to the participants.

4.2.1

Software Framework

The game Minecraft [13] was used as a framework for the development of the experiment. It was chosen because a modification to the game, that contained the
basic functionality for using the different graphical projection methods, existed as
an open-source project [1]. It was also suitable for the high degree of modification
that it allows, letting third-party developers change much of the functionality. This
meant that all of the game-related elements could be removed, to leave only the
rendering functionality required to build the rest of experiment on top of.

4.2.2

Rendering Modifications

Because the Minecraft framework uses the OpenGL graphics library [23], which has
native support for only the Perspective and the Orthographic projection methods,
the rendering modification [1] used for the Panini and the Stereographic projection
uses a custom view-stitching, and ray-casting, method to replicate these alternative
projection methods.
The process of manually replicating the Panini and the Stereographic projection
starts with the rendering of six views around the camera’s position; a front, back,
top, bottom, left, and right view. These are rendered to quadratic textures, using
the Perspective projection method with a horizontal and vertical field of view of 90
degrees each, and are then sent to a fragment shader specific to the desired projection
method. The fragment shader performs a ray-casting operation based on the currently evaluated pixel, as well as the desired horizontal and vertical field of view, and
returns a color sampled from the relevant view-texture. This ray-casting operation
is defined by the desired projection method, and performs the actual projection. It
shoots a ray onto a theoretical cube around the origin, a cube composed of the six
view-textures that were rendered and sent to the fragment shader, sampling from the
texture of the side that the ray hit, at the position hit in the local space of the side.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the view from inside this theoretical cube, using the Panini
projection method, and rendered using the open-source code provided by the Flex
FOV project [19]. This rendering process creates a replication of the scene faithful
to the desired graphical projection method.
The aforementioned process could be accomplished entirely through ray-casting; bypassing the intermediate step of rendering the six views and instead ray-casting
directly into the world. But that would be many times more expensive than using
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Figure 4.1: Rendition from inside the theoretical cube that is ray-casted to, using
the Panini projection. The different colors represent the different view-textures.
rasterization, and the very cheap ray-cast to a single axis-aligned cube per pixel.
The only issue with the current technique is that parts of the image can become
blurry if the six views are rendered at a too low resolution, since the pixel density
will not be the same across the screen, due to the nature of projecting from the theoretical cube of pre-rendered bitmap images. This issue was avoided in this study,
because the hardware used could efficiently render the views at a very high resolution.
For the tests in this experiment, the back view was not rendered since the maximum
field of view used was of 170 degrees. The back view would only be necessary at
around 270 degrees and above. The computational cost could be further reduced by
removing the left or right view and rotating the theoretical cube that is ray-casted
to, by 45 degrees around the Y-axis, thus changing the forward position. But the
benefits would be negligible, and the application ran well enough for this experiment
to not have required any optimization.

4.2.3

Experiment Scripting

To provide a consistent introduction to the experiment, and to minimize the time required of each participant, all instructions and questionnaires were presented within
the experiment application. This required careful and considerate design of the user
experience. Ensuring that all information is presented clearly enough to not require
any input from the researcher, that the user knows how to navigate between tests,
and that the necessary precautions to avoid accidental input are in place. These intermediary tasks of guiding the user between questionnaires, ratings, and tests were
done with scripting.
A Minecraft modification which allowed the execution of external text-files was used
for the scripting [14]. It has a custom syntax which supports a limited number of
basic data types and operations, as well as some functions for basic interactions with
the game’s framework. It lacks many necessary features though, most importantly
the ability to interact directly with the Minecraft API. To overcome this limitation,
a custom extension was written in Java. The extension was developed to read the
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game’s chat-buffer for specific messages. This way, the scripts could be used to
enter messages into the game’s chat-buffer, which would be read by the extension
that executed more complicated procedures written in Java where full access to the
Minecraft API existed. This made it possible to enjoy the benefits of scripting in an
interpreted language, without being limited by its simplicity.

4.2.4

Order Generation

To avoid bias caused by the order of tests, it was decided that the order of the
three types of scenarios investigated; photographic, cinematographic, and interactive, would be manually switched for each participant. For three scenarios, six different orders are possible, which meant that the total number of participants should
preferably be a multiple of six to ensure an equal representation of each order. The
different environments evaluated within each scenario were too many to be guaranteed equal representation of order. Their order was instead randomized, but they
were placed together, in groups of the same scenario, to avoid unnecessary amounts
of disarray that could confuse and exhaust the participants.
As such; tests of different usage scenarios would not be mixed, but the order of
tests of the same scenario, was deliberately switched for each participant. Figure 4.2
shows how different tests were grouped together, with tests of the same scenario or
environment being grouped together, but the order of environments displayed and
the order of tests within each environment, being randomized.

Figure 4.2: Demonstration of how different kinds of tests were grouped together.
Scenario referring to a specific usage scenario, environment to a specific virtual environment displayed, and test to a specific combination of graphical projection method
and degree of field of view.
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Virtual Scenery

Many publicly available 3D environments were examined before one was chosen.
The features described in subsection 4.1.4 Stimuli, regarding the virtual environment, were all considered and evaluated. The environment that was chosen [2] was
picked for including many different kinds of architectural structures of varying size,
as well as natural objects, including trees, bushes, and flowers, and a proper variety
of scenery, including open fields, forests, and mountains.
A few modifications were made to the environment. This mostly consisted of replacing objects which looked unnatural or out of place, such as objects which moved or
animated in a manner that might have distracted the viewer, or objects specific to
the Minecraft-world, which would look inappropriate or weird to anyone not familiar
with them.
A custom resource pack was also used to further change the look of the world.
This changed the textures of all objects in the environment. The specific resource
pack [20] was chosen, over the default one, for its smooth and more natural look.
The default textures are of very low resolution which makes the environment look
unnatural, because the individual pixels are visible when viewed at a close a distance. The custom resource pack replaced these low-resolution textures with higher
resolution textures, with a pixel density four times higher than the default.
A slight, and unavoidable, shortcoming of using the Minecraft game’s framework for
the development of this experiment, is that the virtual environment would contain
an unnaturally large amount of straight lines. Much of the environment consisted
of solid, axis-aligned, blocks. But this was only noticeable at a short to medium
distance, and the environment was specifically chosen because it manages to cover
many of the blocks with vegetation and other objects of more organic shapes.

4.3

Experiment

This section describes the execution of the user study. The recruitment process will
be discussed, as well as the equipment, laboratory environment, and the conditions
under which the experiment was conducted.

4.3.1

Participants and Recruitment Process

No prerequisite features or skills were required for participation, but the study was
only advertised to students at the Blekinge Institute of Technology [3]. Most participants were recruited through an email which was sent to everyone studying at the
institute in Karlskrona, using an email forwarding system administered by the institute. Leaflets were also placed in various public locales on campus. Some participants
were told about the study directly, but in a polite and noncoercive manner.
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Set-Up and Locale

To ensure a consistent experience, the hardware had to be efficient enough to guarantee a frame rate higher than the monitor refresh rate, at all times. The locale also
had to remain consistent in appearance, maintaining brightness and a lack of glare
caused by sunlight, regardless of the time of the day.
The experiment was displayed on a 23 inch, HP EliteDisplay E232, monitor using
IPS technology with LED back-light, a resolution of 1920x1080, and running at a
60Hz refresh rate. The monitor was connected to a laptop running Windows 10,
with an Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU running at 2.8 GHz on all of its four cores, the
mobile version of an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphics card, and 16 GB of RAM
memory. The laptop was connected to an electrical socket at all times to avoid power
throttling, and a regular mouse and separate keyboard were used instead of the laptop’s built-in alternatives. The hardware was tested thoroughly and it was more than
efficient enough to handle all parts of the experiment at the required performance.
The locale used was a conference room with no windows to the outdoors, and with
all other windows covered up. The light was kept on at all times and the appearance
of the room stayed fully consistent looking during all experiments. Figure 4.3 shows
the set-up that had been prepared for the participants.

Figure 4.3: Set-up used by the participants of the experiment.

4.3.3

Experiment Procedure

To ensure that every participant could start as soon as they arrived and no time
would be wasted waiting for other participants to finish, an online spreadsheet with
time slots was linked to in the emails and leaflets. Each participant was expected
to spend approximately 15 minutes on the preliminary procedures and experiment
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in total, therefore the spreadsheet had been segmented into 20-minute time-slots, to
accommodate some deviation.
As a participant arrived, they were handed an information letter which described
the general purpose of the study, as well as a consent form that they were required
to sign in order to confirm their voluntary participation.
After the aforementioned preliminary procedures, the participant was asked to sit
down at the computer. The monitor was tilted to be facing the participant at a
right angle, and they were asked to keep their eyes in line with the front end of the
chair they were sitting on, which served as a clear point of reference. This made sure
that every participant kept an approximately equal distance to the monitor, and
that a consistent display field of view would be maintained. The distance from the
participants’ eyes to the center of the monitor would be approximately 71 centimeters,
varying slightly by person. As such, the display field of view was approximately 39
degrees.
The chair and monitor were taped to the floor and table, respectively, and the table
could not be moved. No introduction to the experiment was given by the researcher
who received the participants, participants were instead guided through the experiment by predefined instructions presented to them from within the application. The
participants were alone in the conference room for the duration of the experiment,
and were told by the application when they were finished and could step outside.

4.3.4

Questionnaires and Ratings

All data was collected from within the experiment application because this was expected to make participation more efficient, and it would avoid breaking the focus of
the participants, by not requiring them to look back and forth between the monitor
and an external questionnaire.
To allow users to later be categorized, they were first asked to enter their approximate age and approximate familiarity with using 3D software by answering two
multiple choice questions. These were the only questions appearing at a fixed time
and order within the experiment, and as they had been answered, the tests investigating different graphical projection methods and degrees of field of view would start.
The 81 tests of different graphical projection methods using different degrees of field
of view, were all rated separately. One test, consisting of one view at a time, would
fill the whole screen, and it would remain visible until it had been rated. After a
rating had been selected and confirmed; the next test would be displayed. As such,
each participant could spend as much time as they needed examining each test. The
photographic tests would remain unchanging, while the cinematographic tests, which
had the camera follow a predefined path, would loop, and the interactive tests allowed the camera to be rotated for as long as the participant felt was necessary.
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All ratings were done using the same 5-point Likert scale, numbered from 1 to 5. The
question posed for each test was How unnatural (1) or natural (5) does the current
projection look to you?, as pictured in Figure 4.4.
While the research question concerns the perceived quality, the participants were
instead asked to rate how natural each projection looked, because this was expected
to be easier to understand. The participants are expected to have considered a natural look to be one resembling the real world, as natural refers to what is found in
nature. This would be practically interchangeable with perceived quality, since a
natural look is the level of fidelity that would be expected of the perfect graphical
projection method.
Some participants might not have understood what exactly they were supposed to
rate at first, possibly evaluating the look of the virtual environment, instead of the
projection used to display the environment. But since each environment would not
change for nine consecutive tests, as each combination of projection method and
degree of field of view was rated, in random order, the participants would quickly
have realized that they were meant to rate the projection, as that was the only
inconsistent variable. The effect of any incorrect ratings would be negligible since
each participant started with a random sequence of tests, and as such, the incorrect
ratings would be distributed randomly.
A 5-point Likert scale was used because of the novelty of the subject. It was reasonable to include a neutral-value, 3 for a 5-point scale, because participants feeling
indifferent about a particular projection would be likely given their unfamiliarity
with the subject. Forcing them to pick either a positive or negative rating might
lead to irrelevant features being considered, instead of the actual projection. A 5point scale was also chosen because a study of Likert scales had claimed that 5 and
7-point scales were accurate enough for most tests, and a broader range of options
might only be applicable when participants have extensive knowledge of the subject
being rated [17].

Figure 4.4: Screenshot of the text displayed at the bottom-center of the screen, asking
participants to rate the current test. A rating of 3 is selected for demonstrative
purposes, and is waiting to be confirmed.

Chapter 5

Results

This chapter presents the data gathered from the user study. General information
about the participants will be mentioned, including the time they spent on the experiment, then their perception of each of the three usage scenarios, and the different
degrees of field of view and graphical projection methods, will be presented.
A total of 24 participants took part in the study and had their answers successfully
recorded. This was an optimal amount, since a multiple of six would allow for an
equal distribution of the different orders of the usage scenarios tested.
Since 81 distinct tests were rated, this chapter will only present the summarized
results. Average ratings and standard deviations specific to each of the 81 distinct
tests, rated by participants, are listed in appendix A Test Specific Data.

5.1

Participant Related Data

While not being directly related to the research question, this section presents a
context for the results concerning graphical projection methods and degrees of field
of view, in the sections following this one.

5.1.1

Age and Familiarity

The age of all participants was between 18 and 29 years. This range was defined by
a single option in the questionnaire because further specificity was deemed excessive.
This outcome was likely because the study had only been advertised to students at
the Blekinge Institute of Technology.
The familiarity with 3D software had been recorded by presenting the participants
with five options for specifying approximately how often they use this kind of software
application. The options, labeled from 1 to 5, were Never or almost never, Once a
year, Once a month, Once a week, and Many times a week.
The average was 4.1, or approximately once a week, with a median of 5, and a
standard deviation of 1.4.
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Experiment Duration

The application would record how long it took each participant to finish the experiment, which consisted of answering the questions regarding age and familiarity, and
thereafter rating the different tests. The timer would start after the researcher had
left the room and the participant had pressed a key confirming that they were ready
to start the experiment, it stopped when the last test had been rated.
The average duration of the experiment was 14.4 minutes, with a median of 13.0
minutes, and a standard deviation of 5.2 minutes.
The introduction and the two questions regarding age and familiarity, are expected
to have taken 48 seconds on average. The total number of tests was 81, with a transition to black lasting a second, in between each test. If these durations are subtracted
from the average, then it shows each participant spending an average of 9.1 seconds
directly evaluating each test.

5.2

Perception of Usage Scenarios

The graphical projection methods all experienced a drop in perceived quality, at an
exponential rate, relative to the increase in the degree of field of view. But the average ratings of the Perspective projection fell significantly faster than those of the
other two projections, this trend is noticeable for tests of all usage scenarios.
The standard deviation, represented by the error bars, is taken from the average
ratings of the different environments presented. This highlights the effect that a
difference in scenery has on the perceived quality more clearly than the standard
deviation consisting of all individual ratings would. The standard deviation in ratings of each specific test is found in Appendix A Test Specific Data. The presented
deviation is always caused by a difference in the proximity of objects, to the camera.
Indoor environments, where most objects were located close to the camera, would
all receive very similar ratings, for the same projection method at the same degree of
field of view. While the ratings of outdoor environments, with most objects located
far off into the distance, would differ significantly from the ratings of the indoor environments. Deviation, based on the kind of environment displayed, exists in tests of all
usage scenarios, but it is the most evident in the results of the photographic scenario.
The Perspective projection method would be rated more highly when the indoor
environments, or environments with objects at a close proximity to the camera in
general, where shown. The Panini and the Stereographic projection method would
be rated more highly when the outdoor environments, or environments with objects
further off into the distance in general, were shown. The difference that the kind of
environment made grew as the degree of field of view increased, and this difference
was particularly large in ratings of the Stereographic projection method.
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The following subsections present the results specific to the photographic, cinematographic, and interactive scenarios. Four environments were presented for the photographic scenario, three environments for the cinematographic scenario, and two
environments for the interactive scenario. Each environment was displayed in nine
tests, one for every combination of graphical projection method and degree of field
of view. The graphs in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, show the average rating of each
combination, and the error bars show the standard deviation in the average ratings
of the different environments.

5.2.1

Photographic Scenario

In the photographic tests, with ratings illustrated in Figure 5.1, the perceived quality
of the Perspective projection method fell much faster than that of the other projections, as the degree of field of view increased. It was the most well-regarded projection
at 110 degrees, but with a negligible margin to the Panini projection. The perceived
quality of both the Panini and the Stereographic projection fell only slightly as the
degree of field of view increased, but the Stereographic projection was rated worse at
all degrees. The average rating of different environments became ever more inconsistent as the degree of field of view increased, as shown by the error bars. Only the
Perspective projection received consistently poor ratings at 170 degrees, while the
Stereographic projection was rated very inconsistently across different environments.

Figure 5.1: Average ratings with standard deviations of the photographic scenario.
For every combination of graphical projection method and degree of field of view.
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Cinematographic Scenario

In the cinematographic tests, with ratings illustrated in Figure 5.2, the perceived
quality of the Perspective projection method fell at a rate similar to that of the
photographic scenario, while the Panini projection did not drop until 170 degrees,
and the Stereographic projection fell at a much faster rate than in the photographic
scenario. The Perspective projection was rated a little more favorably at 110 and
170 degrees, while the Panini projection was rated better at all degrees and notably
the same at 110 and 140 degrees. Only the Stereographic projection was rated worse,
specifically at 140 and 170 degrees, due to ratings that fell much faster than in the
photographic scenario. The Perspective and the Panini projection were rated slightly
more consistently across different environments, while the Stereographic projection
was rated as inconsistently as in the photographic scenario.

Figure 5.2: Average ratings with standard deviations of the cinematographic scenario.
For every combination of graphical projection method and degree of field of view.

5.2.3

Interactive Scenario

In the interactive tests, with ratings illustrated in Figure 5.3, the perceived quality
of the Perspective and the Stereographic projection method fell at rates similar to
those of the cinematographic scenario, whereas the ratings of the Panini projection
fell considerably faster than in the other scenarios. The Perspective and the Stereographic projection were rated similarly to the cinematographic scenario, only the
Perspective projection was rated worse at 140 degrees and the Stereographic projection was rated slightly worse at 170 degrees, whereas the Panini projection was
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rated significantly worse at every degree of field of view. The Perspective and the
Panini projection were rated slightly more consistently than in the other scenarios,
across different environments, and the Stereographic method was rated much more
consistently than it otherwise had been.

Figure 5.3: Average ratings with standard deviations of the interactive scenario. For
every combination of graphical projection method and degree of field of view.

5.3

Perception of Field of View and Projection

To highlight how the three graphical projection methods were perceived differently,
depending on the degree of field of view; Figure 5.4 shows the average difference in
ratings caused by a 30-degree change, for every combination of projection method
and usage scenario.
The perceived quality of the Perspective projection is shown to be approximately
3-4 times more dependent on the degree of field of view than the Panini and the
Stereographic projection.
Figure 5.5 highlights the difference in perceived quality based on a change of projection method. It shows how significant the choice of projection is, for every combination of degree of field of view and usage scenario.
The three projections were rated increasingly differently as the degree of field of
increased, but only for the photographic and cinematographic scenarios. The interactive scenario experienced an irregular difference in ratings, the choice of projection
method was relatively more important in the interactive scenario at 110 degrees, but
relatively less important than in the photographic and cinematographic scenarios at
140 and 170 degrees of field of view.
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Figure 5.4: Degree of Field of View dependent difference in average ratings. Shows
how much ratings were affected by a 30-degree change in the field of view, for every
combination of graphical projection method and usage scenario.

Figure 5.5: Graphical projection method dependent difference in average ratings.
Shows the average difference that a change in graphical projection method would
have on ratings, for every combination of degree of field of view and usage scenario.

Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter is for the interpretation of the results. The significance of the participants’ familiarity with 3D software will be considered, what effect the different
characteristics of the graphical projection methods could have had on the perceived
quality of various kinds of virtual environments will be discussed, and a few final
concerns related to the three projection methods will be mentioned.

6.1

Influence of Familiarity

The Perspective projection method is the only projection that got relatively high
ratings in the interactive scenario, but only the Panini projection was rated much
worse than in the photographic and cinematographic scenarios. This was despite the
fact that in the cinematographic scenario the camera would also rotate, as it moved
along its predefined path, similar to how the participants were able to rotate the
camera directly in the interactive scenario.
The average participant was a frequent user of 3D software. The likely consequence
of this is that they have gotten very used to the Perspective projection method, since
it is the most commonly used, while the Panini and the Stereographic projection are
virtually never used in computer graphics. Therefore, the participants probably held
preexisting expectations of how objects would move across the screen in response to
them moving the mouse. This mismatch between how they expected the scenery to
move, and how it did with the Panini projection method, might have caused them
discomfort and led to a lower rating. This effect is likely to have been emphasized by
the distinct nature of the interactive scenario, as the active participation it required
would be more stimulating and might have evoked a stronger response.
That could partially explain why the Panini projection method was rated more poorly
in the interactive scenario, but the participants are expected to have been just as
unfamiliar with the Stereographic projection, which was not rated worse than in the
cinematographic scenario. That could be related to the Panini projection’s characteristic of keeping only vertical lines straight, because when a user looks up or down
the vertical lines might not remain vertical relative to the screen, which would cause
them to bend. That might cause shapes to warp in an inconsistent manner when the
camera is rotated erratically. The Stereographic projection would not have had this
kind of issue since it is more consistent, in the sense that it does not treat lines of
different orientation differently.
29
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Why the Panini projection was rated so poorly in the interactive tests remains an
open-ended question, and the effect that familiarity had on the results, in general,
can not be defined, due to the limited diversity in the familiarity of the participants.

6.2

Influence of Proximity

Each projection method would be rated consistently more or less favorably depending on the kind of environment displayed. The determining aspect always appeared
to be the distance from the camera to the foremost objects in the environment.
The Perspective projection method would be rated more favorably when objects
were located close to the camera, such as when alleys or indoor environments were
displayed, whereas it would be rated less favorably when objects were far away from
the camera. Figure 6.1 shows the difference between these two kinds of environments.
In the picture on the left, it is possible to see that it depicts an alley, despite the
distortion, whereas it is much more difficult to tell what the right picture, of an open
landscape, depicts. Both pictures were taken with the Perspective projection at 170
degrees of field of view, but the left picture was rated more favorably.

Figure 6.1: An alley on the left and an open landscape on the right, both pictures
taken with the Perspective projection method at 170 degrees of field of view.
The Perspective projection distorts the view by stretching what lies around the edges
of the picture, which consequently leads to the center becoming compressed. As such,
objects at a close proximity might remain discernible simply because they take up a
larger amount of space relative to the screen and therefore are affected less severely
than objects which take up relatively less space on the screen.
Another aspect of environments depicting objects close to the camera, which could
favor the Perspective projection, is that this kind of environment is likely to contain
a larger amount of straight lines. Unlike the two curvilinear projection methods, the
Perspective projection keeps these straight, as they are intended to be. Figure 6.1
shows many straight lines in the left picture of the alley, such as the dirt path that
stretches from the bottom to the center of the picture, and the houses on each side
of the path. The right picture, depicting an open landscape, consists of indistinct
shapes with no discernible straight lines, and is thus unable to take advantage of the
rectilinear nature of the Perspective projection.
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Contrary to the Perspective projection, the Panini and the Stereographic projection
were rated more favorably when environments depicting objects at a far distance
away from the camera were displayed, and less favorably when objects were close to
the camera. That is likely due to the aforementioned aspect of environments with
objects close to the camera containing more straight shapes. Figure 6.2 demonstrates
the implications of that aspect. That environment received the highest ratings for
the Perspective projection, and the lowest for both the Panini and the Stereographic
projection. That is likely due to the large number of straight shapes in the environment, which clearly highlights the weaknesses of the two curvilinear projections, in
a stark contrast to the rectilinear Perspective projection.

(a) Perspective

(b) Panini

(c) Stereographic

Figure 6.2: The same view of a barn, at 140 degrees of field of view.
The difference in average ratings between the Panini and the Stereographic projection method was always due to the Stereographic projection being rated exceptionally
poorly in environments depicting objects at a close proximity to the camera. The
Panini projection was also rated worse under this condition, but to a much lower
extent. That is likely due to the Stereographic projection’s fully curvilinear nature,
bending both horizontal and vertical lines, whereas the Panini projection keeps vertical lines straight. Any environment containing architectural structures will have a
significant amount of straight vertical lines, in the form of doorways, walls, etc. As
such, keeping vertical lines straight is arguably much more important than keeping
horizontal lines straight. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the implications of this characteristic. The Panini projection will have bent any horizontal lines in that picture, but
to no discernible effect, since vertical lines are significantly more prevalent.

(a) Panini

(b) Stereographic

Figure 6.3: The same view of an alley, taken at 170 degrees using the Panini and the
Stereographic projection method. Demonstrating the effect of the Panini projection’s
characteristic of keeping vertical lines straight.
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Both the Panini and the Stereographic projection method would be rated very favorably when environments with objects far away from the camera were displayed,
such as open landscapes. When this kind of environment was used, the two curvilinear projection methods would receive their highest ratings. In contrast to the
environments where objects were close to the camera, and straight lines would be
prevalent, open landscapes would consist of more organic shapes, such as the side of
a mountain or the slope of a hill, and any straight lines would be short, and spread
out enough to not have a significant impact on the perceived quality of the view.
Here the Panini and the Stereographic projection method would be rated similarly.
The Stereographic projection would still not keep the picture vertically straight, but
the extra curvature would be much less noticeable, as demonstrated in Figure 6.4.

(a) Perspective

(b) Panini

(c) Stereographic

Figure 6.4: The same view of an open landscape, at 170 degrees using each projection method. Showing no pronounced differences between the Panini and the
Stereographic projection.

6.3

Projection Methods

This section will present a few concluding thoughts specific to each projection method.
It will be considered how applicable the results are, and how they might compare to
the potential ratings of the Perspective projection method at even lower degrees of
field of view than those tested. Then, the potentially optimal usage scenarios of the
Panini and Stereographic projection method will be considered.

6.3.1

Perspective

Throughout the results, the most noticeable trend was the consistently fast rate at
which the perceived quality of the Perspective projection method fell, as the degree
of field of view increased. The other two projection methods were much less severely
affected by this increase. This highlights a clear weakness, specific to the Perspective projection method. The results could imply that 110 degrees is the approximate
threshold, separating acceptable degrees of field of view from an exponential decline
in quality. No other projection was ever rated higher than the Perspective projection
at 110 degrees, and an average rating of 4 out of 5 could be considered almost perfect. It is however very likely that participants unconsciously replaced the absolute
question of How natural does this look? with the easier, relative, alternative of How
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natural does this look in comparison to what came before?, an act of attribute substitution [9]. This could imply that degrees of field of view, lower than those compared
in this study, might have been perceived as of higher quality than the maximum
rating of 5. Further degrees of field of view would have had to be tested to determine
if this could have been the case.

6.3.2

Panini

The difference in ratings between the Perspective and the Panini projection method,
at 110 degrees of field of view, was negligible for both the photographic and cinematographic scenarios. At 140 degrees the Perspective projection started to receive
unfavorable ratings while the Panini projection experienced no significant difference
in perceived quality until 170 degrees. This shows that the use of high degrees of
field of view is viable for these scenarios.
In tests of the interactive scenario; the Panini projection would be rated significantly
worse, and this is a substantial issue for a projection method meant to be used in
computer graphics, because the real-time interaction is one of the primary virtues of
computer graphics media. The implications also affect photographic, and especially
cinematographic media, because that content is often produced by someone interacting directly with an application. Video content might be produced by someone
playing a game, and if they are encumbered by the Panini projection, then they are
likely to prefer the Perspective projection with a lower degree of field of view.

6.3.3

Stereographic

In no usage scenario did the Stereographic projection receive higher ratings than both
of the other two projection methods, but it was on par with the Panini projection
in the interactive scenario. Because it was rated less favorably in the photographic
and cinematographic scenarios; most participants seemed to think that the Panini
projection generally looked more natural. But the two projections were still rated
similarly in the interactive scenario. From this, it could be inferred that the Stereographic projection feels better in interactive use than the Panini projection, since
the interactive tests were likely rated based on a combination of both look and feel.
That could be the Stereographic projection’s redeeming quality.
It is common for competitive gamers to use the highest available degree of field
of view, as shown by the statistics of professional Overwatch players [16]. In serious
use, where functionality trumps look, users might prefer the advantage of having a
high degree of field of view with a projection method that feels good in interactive
use, over one which looks better. For this kind of use; the Stereographic projection
might be more favorable than the results of the interactive scenario suggest.

Chapter 7

Conclusions

This study compared the Perspective, the Panini, and the Stereographic graphical
projection method at 110, 140, and 170 degrees of field of view. An experiment that
presented a variety of virtual environments of a different kind, using each combination of graphical projection method and degree of field of view, was developed. The
most common usage scenarios were simulated in order to produce results applicable to the various uses of computer graphics. This was accomplished by developing
tests of the photographic, cinematographic, and interactive kind. A user study was
performed using the experiment developed. Participants rated a total of 81 different
tests each, and the results were used to investigate how well the three graphical projection methods could display high degrees of field of view.
The following research question had been posed: What is the perceived quality of
high degrees of field of view using different graphical projection methods?
The perceived quality was shown to be a function of the graphical projection
method, the degree of field of view, the usage scenario, and the virtual environment
displayed. These four variables would all have to be defined for the perceived quality
to be assessed.
The results show that the perceived quality of high degrees of field of view is
favorable up to approximately 110 degrees for the Perspective graphical projection
method, and approximately 140-170 degrees for the Panini and the Stereographic
projection method, depending on the usage scenario and environment displayed.
The optimal projection method was found to vary by usage scenario and degree of
field of view. The Perspective projection method would always receive the highest
average rating at 110 degrees of field of view, but the Panini projection method got
an almost equally high average rating in the photographic and the cinematographic
usage scenarios, disproving the null hypothesis that novel graphical projection methods look unnatural. The perceived quality of the Perspective projection method fell
at a rate many times higher than the other projection methods, as the degree of
field of view increased. That proved the alternative hypothesis of high degrees of
field of view being hamstrung mostly by issues inherent to the Perspective graphical
projection method.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

This study had a lot of new ground to cover, and therefore an investigation aimed
at obtaining a general understanding of the subject was opted for. Future studies
investigating the use of high degrees of field of view for specific usage scenarios, more
thoroughly, will be relevant.
Now that the use of alternative graphical projection methods has been justified, a
study of the extra performance cost associated with these projection methods is merited. As well as a comparison of the alternative rendering techniques for producing
them. In interactive applications, such as games or 3D modeling software, performance is commonly considered to be one of the most important aspects. Gamers
who lack expensive hardware already struggle to run modern games at acceptable
frame-rates, and no interactive application is going to be attractive if the experience
is not smooth. These alternative projection methods will therefore only be practical
if they do not inhibit the effective use of the applications they are employed in.
The cinematographic scenario received favorable ratings even at very high degrees of
field of view, despite participants being unfamiliar with the Panini and the Stereographic projection method. Since the Panini projection was rated less favorably in
the interactive scenario, systems for recording video footage with different projection
methods and degrees of field of view, than those used by the person interacting with
the application, could be investigated. Only the last stage of the rendering process
used in this study is projection method, and field of view, dependent, as described
in section 4.2.2 Rendering Modifications. As such, it might be possible to produce
an alternative view with little extra overhead.
The Panini and the Stereographic projection method are very uncommon and virtually no users have enough experience with them for a fair comparison to the Perspective projection method to be made. A study with participants that have no
prior experience using 3D software-applications might produce very different results,
compared to this study where the average participant was very familiar with this
kind of application.
Alternatively, a long-term user study investigating how the regard for a novel projection method changes with habitual use, and how long it takes to reach the approximate plateau, would be relevant. The findings could be used to provide an estimate
of how the results of this, and similar, studies would change if their participants had
extensive experience using each projection method.
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Appendix A

Test Specific Data

This appendix lists the average rating and standard deviation specific to each of the
81 distinct tests. Refer to Appendix B for pictures of each of the tests listed.

A.1

Photographic Scenario
Environment
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4
Environment 4

# - Projection Degree
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170

Average Rating
3.8
3.0
1.1
3.7
3.6
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.5
4.1
2.3
1.3
3.9
4.0
3.7
3.5
3.7
3.7
3.7
2.9
1.2
3.5
3.6
3.1
3.5
3.2
3.0
3.8
3.3
1.3
3.8
3.3
2.8
2.9
2.3
1.5
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Standard Deviation
1.0
1.1
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.2
0.9
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.2
0.8
0.9
1.2
1.2
1.1
0.5
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.3
0.8
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.7
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A.2

Cinematographic Scenario
Environment
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3
Environment 3

# - Projection Degree
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170

Average Rating
3.8
3.0
1.5
3.8
4.0
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.3
4.1
2.7
1.5
4.2
3.9
3.4
3.4
2.6
1.9
4.3
2.9
1.4
3.9
4.0
3.5
3.3
2.7
2.1

Standard Deviation
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.8
1.1
1.0
1.3
1.2
0.9
1.3
1.0
0.9
0.8
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
1.2
0.7
1.1
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.1
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A.3

Interactive Scenario
Environment
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 1
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2
Environment 2

# - Projection Degree
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170
- Perspective 110
- Perspective 140
- Perspective 170
- Panini 110
- Panini 140
- Panini 170
- Stereographic 110
- Stereographic 140
- Stereographic 170

Average Rating
4.2
2.3
1.3
3.3
2.9
2.5
3.3
3.3
2.4
4.3
2.5
1.3
3.6
2.8
2.2
3.5
2.8
2.2

Standard Deviation
1.0
1.2
0.5
1.0
1.2
1.1
0.9
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.4
0.8
1.1
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.9

Appendix B

Test Specific Pictures

All tests will be pictured in groups of one virtual environment at a time, where each
environment was used for tests of a specific usage scenario. For every environment, a
total of 9 tests were rated, one for each combination of graphical projection method
and degree of field of view, as shown in Figure B.1.
Since the camera would move in the cinematographic and interactive scenarios, their
environments will be represented by the initial view at the start of each test. This
is the beginning of the predefined path in the cinematographic scenario, where the
camera would always loop back to, and it is the initial rotation of the camera for the
interactive scenario.

Figure B.1: Layout for pictures of the virtual environments, showing the graphical
projection method and degree of field of view.
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B.1

Photographic Scenario

Figure B.2: Environment 1, of the photographic scenario.

Figure B.3: Environment 2, of the photographic scenario.
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Figure B.4: Environment 3, of the photographic scenario.

Figure B.5: Environment 4, of the photographic scenario.
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B.2

Cinematographic Scenario

Figure B.6: Environment 1, of the cinematographic scenario.

Figure B.7: Environment 2, of the cinematographic scenario.
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Figure B.8: Environment 3, of the cinematographic scenario.
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B.3

Interactive Scenario

Figure B.9: Environment 1, of the interactive scenario.

Figure B.10: Environment 2, of the interactive scenario.
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